AT LOGHEADERS
Taking a dig at Rahul's remarks, Jaitley says that it does not behove senior national leaders to exploit tragedy, but Rahul says govt has not given due respect to soldiers.

Congress Politicising OROP Suicide: Jaitley

PCC DEMONSTRATIONS ACROSS INDIA SOON

PM Modi Must 'Stop Lying', Says Rahul

Vigilance Nod for Prosecution of Kejriwal's Officer

Kerala CPM Suspends Councillor Facing Rape Charges

STUDY ON 16 INFO COMMISSIONS, SC & HIGH COURTS

Waiting Period at RTI Commissions Ranges between 2 months & 30 yrs

India, Turkey Plan to Jointly Fight Terror Across World

New Delhi: Turkey and India has sought each other’s help against international terrorism and the terror emanating from Pakistan. The Indian and Turkish Minister for External Affairs, Nana Patole and Turkish embassy official, Harun Urkun, meet in New Delhi on Monday for talks. The meeting was held in the backdrop of the tension between India and Pakistan over the past seven days.

Sonia Vows to Safeguard Indigenous People, Rights

New Delhi: Sonia Gandhi on Sunday firmly backed her son Rahul Gandhi’s statement that the government’s One-Rank One-Pension (OROP) scheme has been named in the party’s manifesto for the upcoming Lok Sabha elections. The next Lok Sabha elections are scheduled in April-May.

Study reveals that overall number of cases are pending across India in 16 info commissions is more than two years, for their appeals and complaints to be heard. The report of the study is to be released in Amn. on January 7.

Long Wait

Number of RTI appeals pending in each of the 16 info commissions for more than two years.

The study reveals that overall number of cases are pending across India in 16 info commissions is more than two years, for their appeals and complaints to be heard. The report of the study is to be released in Amn. on January 7.
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